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W.C. receives gift
By BETH INGRAM
TJ news editor
Springs Industry, of Fort Mill,
S.C., pledged $500,000 to Winthrop College Tuesday, Jan. 22.
This is the largest gift ever
received by the college.
The donation will provide an
unrestricted endowment for the
School of Business to be made
over five years.
Springs Chairman Walter
Elisha said that his company's
commitment is to "a partnership
with Winthrop to serve Springs'
people, the communities of this
region, and the entire state." He
noted that "84% of Winthrop's
students are from S.C. and 70%
of its alumni reside in the state.
The ties between Springs and
Winthrop are already strong,
and it will become stronger."
"This gift will enable Winthrop to prepare the next
generation of S.C.'s business
leaders," stated President
Lader.

Lader added that the money
will be used for business faculty
development and enhancement
and student scholarships, but
not for construction or equipment.
Elisha noted that Springs' gift
to Winthrop reflects a long-term
commitment to education in S.C.
that began nearly 100 years ago
with the finding of Springs.
Springs has also made multiyear commitments in the halfmillion dollar range each to
Clemson and USC for graduate
fellowships.
"I believe people in the community and the role of education.
College is a wonderful environment to learn. Winthrop is the
place for opportunities," added
Elisha.
"We
were
absolutely
delighted to receive the gift. We
will put it to great use. Springs
has been generous over the past
10 years. We were also pleased
because of the unrestricted
amount," said Jerry Padgett, President Philip Lader receives $500,000 pledge from Springs Chairman Walter Elisha.
Dean of the School of Business.

Senate tables policy

Students visit Washington

While in Washington, the Also, Scott Breland, a pardelegation stayed at the Colonial ticipating student, said, "I did
Plaza Hotel in Maryland, which see the presidential helicopter."
By LISA BUIE
tion that we can be proud of," A delegation of students and is close to the University of But, several other celebrities
TJ managing editor
Cook said.
professors from the Winthrop Maryland at College Park. The were witnessed by some memIn other business, Senate ap- College political science depar- delegation spent Sunday night bers of the delegation. Roberts
Senate unanimously tabled a proved the first reading of Phi tment went to Washington, D.C., being entertained in
the and several other students saw
recommendation calling for a 24 Mu Alpha Symphonium's to witness the Presidential Georgetown
section
of actor Ricky Schroeder, and
hour visitation policy on charter. It will be sent to Cam- inaugural ceremonies. Sixty- Washington and Sunday mor- Sharon Cook saw Walter
weekends.
pus Review for futher seven students and teachers ning touring the monumental Cronkite leaving his limosine.
According to Student Life examination.
weathered through bitter cold sites of D.C. On Sunday after- When asked about the most
Commitee Chairperson Sharon Also, SGA Vice-President temperatures in Washington noon most of the delegation memorable aspect of the trip,
Cook, the legislation was tabled Tim Sturgis announced a $200 that dropped 37 degrees below stayed out of the
cuid Dr. Wilson said, "The absolute
because of its ambiguity.
SGA scholarship award to zero. "Now I know what Johnny and watched the
Super cold. This was the first
"There were just too many Public Defender Barry Price.
Carson meant when he said thSt Bowl; and on Monday, which was inauguration in history that has
loopholes. We're going to bring The Fee Payment Review D.C. doesn't stand for District of Inauguration Day, they went to actually been cancelled due to
it up again; we just want to sub- Committee recommended that Columbia. It stands for damn a reception on Capitol Hill in the weather." However, Pete
mit something to the administra- the policy for fee payments be cold," commented Randy Congressman John Spratt's of- Lambeck had a more intriguing
that students who register dur- Firestine, a participating fice, where they witnessed the aspect that he recalls. "I
ing November 1985 for the student.
oath taken by President Reagan remember killing a mouse in
Spring Semester, are required
Professor Roberts' room," he
Despite thfe frigid weather, via television.
to pay assessed fees by Jan. 1, members of the delegation exsaid. But Scott Breland said he'll
1986 or registration will be pressed a sense of enjoyment Due to the extreme cold tem- recall the whole trip because it
cancelled.
Pg. 3- Fee increases
throughout the excursion. "I peratures which caused the can- was his first trip to Washington.
The policy stated that all col- really had a great time. It was cellation of the outdoor The delegation traveled to
P. 5- Personal notes
lege
offices
should
be
open
Dec.
Pg. 6- Student HelpLine
truly terrific," said Dr. Melford inaugural ceremonies, most Washington by a bus and two
Pg. 8- Baseball team begins 31 for fee payment and problem Wilson, professor of Political students did not actually view vans and remained there from
resolution. Reinstatement pro- Science. "I can't remember when the President. However, accor- January 19-22. This is an annual
practice
cesses and fees should be I had more fun," added ding to Dr. Wilson, some of the trip sponsored by the Winthrop
Professor Susan Roberts of the students briefly saw the College Political Science DeparSee "Senate" pg. 2
Political Science department.
President in his motorcade. tment.

Inside

By IRVIN GOODWIN
TJ staff writer
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Newsbriefs
Scraffe addresses
What does our society hold valuable and ultimately
meaningful? Why? Dr. Francis A. Scraffe addresses these
questions in light of 10 periods of his film series, "How Should
We Then Live?". Please come to Dinkins 230, Fridays at 8.00.
For more information call 3517 or 3657.

Choir Concert
The Ebonite Gospel Choir will be having its annual concert
in Tillman Auditorium on Sunday, Feb. 3,1985 at 6 p.m. All are
welcome. Admission is free.

Diploma application
Applications for diplomas for April 27,1985 graduation are
due in Academic Records, room 101, Tillman building by 5 p.m
Friday, Feb. 1,1985.
Failure to file an application on or before Feb. 1, 1985 will
result in a late fee according to the following schedule: Filed
*->m Feb. 4-March 1-$10 fee; After March l-$20 fee.

Roses sale
The Association of Ebonites will be taking orders for roses
to be delivered on Valentine's Day. The sale is taking place
outside of Thomson Cafeteria Jan. 28-31 and Feb. 4-8, and also
in Dinkins on Feb. 4-8. A display will be on hand.

New officers
The sisters of Sigma Sigma Sigma would like to welcome
these new officers for 1985: Kim Bradley, president; Beth
Murray, vice president; Kam Cooke, secretary; Ann Mary
Carley, treasurer; Leslie Mehard, membership rush director;
and Amy Quillian, education director. Congratulations!

Student to be polled
In order to adequately serve the needs of students receiving
federal financial assistance, the Office of Financial Aid is conducting a survey of actual expenses disbursed by students attending Winthrop.
A random sampling of registered students will be polled and
we ask your prompt response to the short questionnaire.
Students selected in the polling are asked to answer the
questions as accurately as possible and return their responses
to the Financial Aid Office at their earliest convenience.

Alpha Epsilon Rho
Alpha Epsilon Rho. National Broadcasting Honor Society,
will hold its first meeting Tuesday, January 29, 1985 at 8:00
p.m.

WCRO
WCRO-640 AM is now on a regular schedule. WCRO broadcasts live Monday thru Thursday, 6:00 til 10:30 p.m. Request
line number is 2139.

CCC to meet
Join us for discipleship and fellowship every Thursday night
at. 6:30 in room 230 Dinkins. Speakers, singers, skits, Bible
training and MORE. Sponsored by Campus Crusade for Christ.

Couples break up?
Ever wonder why couples break up? Find out Feb. 6 at 8:15
in ATS. Sponsored by Campus Crusade for Christ.

Chi Omega comes to Winthro
chapters. The Fraternity has On February 1 in the Faculty
more than 160,000 initiated Dining Room of Tillman Hall at
members worldwide. Founded 7.00 p.m., there will be a Formal
Winthrop has a new Greek in April, 1895, Chi-Omega Party. The fraternity will be colorganization on campus; Chi celebrates its 90th anniversary onized on February 2 when forOmega, the nation's largest this year. The fraternity focuses mal pledging will take place. The
women's fraternity. The frater- on development of leadership, new pledges will be honored at
nity has announced that it will academic, and personnel skills as a reception February 3 from 2-5
colonize a new chapter at Win- well as participation in campus pjn. in Johnson Lobby. Guests
throp during this month's and community activities,
from the Winthrop administraPanhellenic Rush.
Displays, a slide show, and a tion, Panhellenic, IFC, campus
According to Mary Frye the question/answer period will be Greek groups, local alumnae,
fraternity was started about two part of the informational parties and national Chi Omega
months ago. They started with to be held on January 28-29 in representatives will attend.
eight members, and member- Dinkins. On January 30-31,
ship has grown to 68. Chi Omega special "get-aquainted" session Conducting the colonization
began as a local Sorority, Sigma will give opportunities for cam- will be Roselyn Dabs, Alumnae
Tau Beta, before requesting na- pus women to meet personally Office of Chi Omega; Jerry
tional affiliation.
with Chi Omega representatives Maloy, Director of Chapter
The Winthrop colony will join in Dinkins. Appointments for Development, and National
168 Chi Omega collegiate the meetings can be scheduled R e p r e s e n t a t i v e s Letita
chapters and 400 alumnae during the informational parties. Niemeier and Marty Wright.
By JUDY ASTON
TJ staff writer

Sexism worse outside classroom
(CPS)~College women find college expecting equal treat- concerned about women did
"even worse" campus sexism ment," Hall explains, "and youngtheir own studies, and found
outside the classroom than they women who have never been students commenting on the
do in classes, a major college employed in the workforce are chilly climate for women outside
group claims.
very apt not to be aware of the the classroom," Hall notes.
Discrimination against female differential treatment. But
college students by male faculty they're more likely to be The comments led to the new
and administrators extends demoralized by it."
study, she says.
beyond the classroom and may "Most 18-year-old girls don't But more than research is
be more career-damaging than know what happened with the necessary, Florence Hall argues.
in-class sex bias, the group's new women's movement in the sixreport charges.
ties and seventies," agrees
In fact, sex discrimination in Florence Hall, educator and Only one-third of all colleges
financial aid offices, and in founder of New York's Feminist provide specialized child, health
career counseling and em- Press. "It's also true most 18- care and crisis center services,
ployment centers can cause year-old males don't know and even fewer offer a full range
women to "lose confidence, what's going on. The results of of these services, she says.
lower their academic goals and the survey didn't come as a surlimit their career choices," study prise to me."
"It's important we remind
authors Roberta M. Hall and
"But it's fascinating that in ourselves that the effort to build
Bernice R. Sandler claim.
1985 we re seeing a recurrence coed education is not comThe study, sponsored by the of some of the all-too-familiar at- pleted," she adds.
Association of American titudes that the women's
Colleges' Project on the Status movement faced in the sixties,"
and Education of Women, she continues. "It's easy to slip
follows the same authors' earlier back."
examination of college classroom
While older women students
sex bias.
often are more sensitive to Continued from pg. 1
It revealed "things are even sexist behavior, and are conworse outside the classroom," sequently better able to survive eliminated. Students failing to
when class rules no longer apply, it, study author Hall warns sub- pay fees by Jan. 1, 1986 will
Hall says.
tle
discrimination
can register
during
open
The earlier study charged discourage them, too.
registration.
male faculty favored male
"Returning women students
Richardson
Senator and
students in classroom situations. very often have given a great Sophomore, Class President
Hall notes.
deal of thought to thejr John Gibson officially announc
The new report found career situation, like career plans and ed his plans to run for SGA
and academic counselors also of- ways in which their sex has held president in February.
ten unconsciously discourage them back," she explains. "But it "I have given this a lot of
women from taking certain cuts both ways."
thought and I'm very excited
male-dominated majors, and
Il a severe problem persists, about the election. I would apconsider
men
more such as financial or counseling preciate any suggestions or
knowledgeable and career- discrimination, students should ideas from anyone," Gibson said.
minded.
use
campus
grievance
Thomson Senator Jim CoutCounselors and professors procedures or administrative sos also announced his candidacy
also spend less time with women channels. Hall advises.
for SGA President.
students than with men outside
"The earlier study sparked a "I too have decided to run for
the classroom, and give less en- number of campus-based SGA
President. It's definitely a
ouragement to women who workshops, programs and con- 'people business', and I've enseek leadership positions on ferences focusing on these joyed
my work with the counselcampus, the study shows.
issues," she says.
ing center. I'm also open to sug"Younger women may enter
"The schools that were more gestions," Cutsos said.

Senate
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Abortion

Battle erupts in campus wide nationwide
BATON ROUGE, LA. (CPS)- tables.
students' right to information." sibility to uphold the pro-lifers' LSU and the Reveille will
Charging violation of first The LSU ban stems from a "The administration should free speech right
meet in federal court on Decemamendment
rights,
the business officer's question about allow such freedom of ex- Students and faculty mem- ber 5.
Louisiana State University the suitability of "pregnancy- pression," agrees Villanovan bers labeled the ad "in poor And, while editor Strother
student newspaper, "The Daily related" advertisements con- editor Joseph Marusak.
taste" and "factually inac- hopes to settle out of court
Reveille," is suing LSU for ban- tracted by an independent ad The
week
following curate", and questioned the before then, LSU's Pesson says,
ning all abortion and pregnancy- agency to appear in a student Villqpova's ban, Marusak wrote staffs judgment in accepting the "the university has no inrelated advertising from school directory.
clination to settle out of court."
an editorial accusing the ad- advertisement
publications.
"The complaint raised the ministration of censorship and of Morgan admitted the ad was
The charge is the most serious question, 'Do we want to adver- suppressing, "opposing views "definitely graphic" and the "We don't see it as a first
of a number of recent incidents tise for abortion?' " explains because it feels its own may in paper did not endorse it, but the amendment question," he adds.
as pr<^ and anti-abortion forces LSU Vice Chancellor for some fantastical way be Campus Observer does "believe "We'd like to determine the consquare off on campuses nation- Student Affairs LX. Pesson.
damaged."
in the precepts of the First stitutionality of the question.
wide.
"We talked to the student Villanovan faculty advisor Amendment and cannot deny We assume the university has
At Villanova University in health director and determined June Lytel countered the ac- access so long as advertisers the right to accept or reject
Pennsylvania, the Catholic the ads were not in the best in- custions in the same edition adhere to its advertising code." ads."
university's administrators or- terests of the students," he says. saying, "I knew the ad v was Eastern Washington U.
dered the campus newspaper "The director felt it best to send against the teachings of students objected as well when At Villanova, a scheduled
editor to pull an ad offering birth students to the clinic first for Villanova and the Catholic graphic pro-life flyers appeared hearing on editor Marusak's
control information.
advice and help, then if Church, and I knew the trouble on cafeteria tables last month. refusal to pull the birth control
At California's Oxnard Com- necessary, point them in the it would cause if it ran."
The flyers advertised an anti- ad has yet to materialize.
munity College, the "Campus right direction for an abortion Villanova students seem un- abortion film scheduled for camObserver" staff and faculty ad- clinic."
pus
showing and sponsored by
concerned about the ban,
Marusak says the advisor were bombarded with
But Reveille editor Dane Marusak notes.
Campus Sonshine Ministries.
protests from students and Strother argues including the The paper received two let- Dining service manager Liane ministration probably prefers to
faculty for accepting a pro-life newspaper in the campus-wide ters supporting the editor's Smith had not approved the let the matter slide.
political advertisement in the ban violates the paper's first position, and two supporting the flyers, although she had ap- The Villanovan staff probably
weeks before the Nov. 6 elec- amendment rights to determine ban.
proved previous ministry will encounter the same administrative ban fo** any future
its own advertising policy.
tion.
At Oxnard College, however, leafletting.
At:
Eastern Washington - "The editor and ad manager too much reaction to a graphic While the Oxnard and EWU controversial advertisement,
Marusak
predicts.
University students were un- should be responsible for all ad- pro-life ad in the "Campus Ob- advertisements stirred little
pleasantly surprised recently vertising," he says. "It's not a server" prompted faculty ad- lasting controversy, the LSU "But," he adds, "if that ad
when unappetizing anti-abortion pro-life or pro-choice issue. The visor Gary Morgan's editorial and Villanova episodes still came across my desk today, I'd
run it."
flyers appeared on cafeteria administration is limiting the defending the paper's respon- fester.

Siegel to address convocation
PIO-Dr. Betty Siegel, the tion," the economically disadvanfirst female president in the taged and women's concerns.
33-unit University System of In 1981 Dr. Siegel, was namGeorgia, will speak on the topic ed president of Kennesaw Col"Inviting Success" at Winthrop lege in Marietta, Ga., making
College's Tillman Auditorium at her the first woman to be presi7:30 p.m. Feb. 6. This talk, part dent of an institution in that
of Winthrop's freshman convoca- state's university system.
tion series, will be open to the
public at no charge.
She was also the first female
A popular speaker on topics academic dean in the 90-year
ranging from early childhood history of Western Carolina
education to concerns of the ag- University in Cullowhee, N.C.,
ed, Dr. Siegel's area of where she was dean of the
specialization is life span School of Education and
developmental psychology. She Psychology and professor of
often speaks to groups on topics psychology from 1976 to 1981.
including "invitational educa- In 1972 she became the

highest ranking woman administrator in the Florida's
State University System when
she was named dean of academic
affairs for continuing education.
Dr. Siegel received the Ph. D.
degree from Florida State
University in Tallahassee, Fla.;
the master's degree in education
form the University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill; and the
bachelor's degree form Wake
Forest University in WinstonSalem, N.C.. She also has completed two years of post-doctoral
study in clinical child psychology
at Indiana University.

Room, board fee increases
By LISA BUIE
TJ managing editor

the privilege of living in 12 by 16 foot long roaches, rats and bats.
feet cubbyholes (actually it's
only 6 by 8 feet if you have a If my memory serves me
Well folks, it looks like the roommate.) Not only will we be correctly, Winthrop was foungood ole' boys in Tillman just hit fortunate enough to have these ded to give "just plain folks" a
us where it hurts. Yep, you huge rooms, but the place will quality education. Well, don't be
guessed it, the pocketbook!
also be purged at 2 a.m. every surprised to see some of these
It was announced recently weekend of undesirables such as plain folks behind the driver's
that room and board will go up a members of the opposite sex.
seats of the Bluebird taxicabs
whopping 22 percent next I hope that our forced in- three nights a week so that they
semester. This means that for creased donations to the college can continue to finance worthy
students on 21 meal plans it will will be used to rid our dorms of endeavors such as building a
cost approximately $1,034 for other undesirables like three rotunda on top of Tillman, so

Dr. Betty Siegel, University System Pres. Georgia.

that big wheels, otherwise fees have gone up for the past
known as "friends of the two years. And honestly- 22
college," will assume that percent all at once?
students live in the same splendor.
I can only hope that the administration will use our inBecause let's face it gang- It's creased room and board money
hard to get financial aid unless for just that- to improve our
you want to lie on your forms. rooms and board. Otherwise, I
And we don't want to do that.
just may be talking to some of
you while we wait in line to pick
Seriously, I know that some up applications at the Bluebird
increase in fees is necessary, but taxicab company.

D&/T LMT
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Road trip
South bound on 1-85 snow bus or van feels somewhat like a
covered hills and trees roll by family now. We've missed a few
our chartered bus bound for classes, but we can catch up.
Rock Hill. In the back a radio Professors were extremely unplays under the chat of new and derstanding, even though their
old friends.
is no "excused" policy at Win"Did you see the Hope throp.
Diamond at the Museum of I'm not sure I'd like to live in a
Natural History?," Connie big city, such as D.C. but you
asked. "Wasn't it a great trip!," should always broaden your
Cookie replied.
horizons whenever possible.
And a GREAT trip it was! How many of you can say you've
The political science club and visited a United States
friends completed a four-day ex- Congressman's
office in
cursion to Washington, D.C. Washington? I'm proud to say I
This trip was made possible by have. South Carolina Democrat
the Political Science Club, SGA John Spratt held an open house
funding and those individuals for all Winthrop students.
who went.
When you see these things
Students should take advan- advertised in Dinkins or your
tage of such trips when they are dorm, look into them; check into
offered by various organizations the organizations on campus and
on campus. What a better way find out what they offer. Get into see new things and places volved! I'm not knocking Rock
than with your friends and at a Hill or W.C., but Washington
discount rate. Traveling with a was great!
group of students and professors A special thanks should go out
can be a lot of fun, as well as to Dr. Melford Wilson, Susan
educational. It is a great way to Roberts, Michael Mumper, the
meet new people and possibly Political Science Club, and the
new friends as I did.
SGA for making this trip
I think that everyone on our possible.

n
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Orientation staff needed
them because they had already exciting, wonderful, tiring timej
been where you were going. you have ever had. Guarantee*:
They seemed to know it all. I suppose I should note here thai
This week, I am going to take They should. They were The the intent of this column is nofl
a break from Satire, poking fun, Counselors! Am I right?"
to beg people to apply, but to ir
and complaining. In a pretty
form them that the opportunity)
unusual move, I have decided to Well, if I am right (if I'm not, is there.
turn the Contributing Editor's you'll just have to pretend) they After all the applications ard
Column (just for this once) into fooled you just as much as they received (the deadline is Feb!
what we can just call a "descrip- did me. You see, I was a 11), they will be sorted, review!
tive advertisement." Take counselor last summer, and I ed, and the finalists will be calif
note...
know for a fact that we didn't ed to an interview. So you wll
WANTED: Enthusiastic, know "it all." We knew a lot able to make some Summed
dedicated, well-rounded Win- after a whole day of lectures plans over Spring Break, i|
throp students to apply for Sum- from different faculty members necessary. The Dean of Student
mer Orientation Staff. Challeng- and administrative personnel, office hopes to notify the can J
ing work for three weeks during but where some of those didates who have been selectec
Summer, 1985. Interested freshmen got some of those before they go home (or
Freshman, Sophomores, and questions, I will never know. wherever) for the break. Isn't)
Juniors pick up applications at Anyhow, a counselor's job is not that nice of them?!
the desk in Dinkins or in the to know everything about WinDean of Students office, 209 throp's history, financial state, All I can say at this point id
Dinkins. Must be hard workers... or inner workings. The job is that if you have any more quesj
That is what this advertise- simply one that requires a "well- tions about the counselor posij
ment might look like if it just rounded" upperclassman to help tions, give Cristina Grabiel
"apppeared" in THE JOHNSO- ease an anxious incoming call. She is assistant Dean o^
NIAN, but I don't think it needs freshman's transition form high Students and is in charge of the
to just "appear". It needs some school life to the big, exciting
program. Better yet, find so
support. Some explanation.
world of COLLEGE.
meone who has been a counseloij
You all, with the possible exception of a few transfers, It is great, ya'll. It's ex- and let them give you some in|
remember your session of orien- hausting, but it's great. If you side stories.
tation before your freshman like to meet people, you are not I doubt you will find a single one
year, I am sure. Think for a shy and you like to talk a lot, this that will describe being an orienj
minute, if you will, back to those job could be for you. I am tation counselor as anything less
dozen or so students that were writing this to let people know than one of the most rewarding
introduced to you as your orien- that about fifteen positions are experiences he has ever had.
tation counselors. If you were open for this Summer's staff. If P.S. The idea for my column
like me, you saw them as the you are selected to be a last week came from an article
coolest, smartest bunch you had counselor, this will hold for you by Lewis Grizzard that I read
I should have
met in a while. You respected about three weeks nf fho m n c t overi :the holidays.
i
•
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Personal messages
BSP- Thank you for the words of
wisdom, and for not minding 8
degree weather and reminding
me that things always work out.
(And I still think that Ben
Tillman is still watching!) LD
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Michelle- Our trash is building J. . . Thanks for being such a
up. We need another trash com- good Lil' Sis', I wouldn't trade
pactor!?
you for anything!! George

By Randy Greene

"What do you think the
Laders should name their
Cheri- Next time you go out Strawberry and Red. . . Fort
baby if it's a boy/girl?"
don't cuss out who you dance Lauderdale here we come!
with?!
Thanks
for
arranging
Linda: How 'bout them
everything. Hosebag
brownies? Love EZ
Kim- Next time you have a date
try to stay awake till he gets Susan Smith... Congratulations
Connie, Allysia, Janice, Anne, there?!
for getting TJ Editor! Love,
Meredith, Kim, Carol, Linda,
Diane
"Maybe after a Winthrop lanAimee, Beverly, Ramona, Amy Cookie, Ashley, Lori, and Kerri..
dmark, such as Tillman
and Belinda-Remember that the . Thanks for making my
Phillip if it's a boy or Ida Jane
door to Wofford Apt. 501 is Washington trip so much fun. Mean Green Laura Jean, How
if it's a girl."
always open! Love Laurie Ann It's great to have new friends. 'bout that good rush?
Sherri Morrison,
SS
Kelly B. . . Have you ever
thought
about
becoming
a
Cookie... Did you find out who
JAMES
DEDES-- stole your pillow case? It was Monk? Or is it way too late for
Congratulations on becoming the girl across the aisle. SRS.
that? Love, You'll never guess
Ad. Manager on the TJ! Your
who!
loving sister
Trouble-Buddy. . . Thanks for
being such a good friend and
Rosie- What is "gobbledy goo"? - always getting in trouble with
. ..
.
.
A
Dragon Lady
me' Geortre
Anyone
wishing to send personal messages should send them
Myra- Thanks for introducing I would like to wish Stuart to The Johnsonian, P.O. Box
me to those crazy people. What Barry a Happy Birthday. I love MOO; by 5 p.nu Tuesdays. The
Johnsonian reserves the right to "Mason if it's a boy, Jeannie if
a Super Bowl Party!!! - Strip you!
Tammy
edit all material submitted
Poker Winner
it's a girl-I like that name."
Jeannie Sonn,
freshman

Letters to the editor

DSU

Dear Editor,
Dinkins Student Union offers
its sincerest apology and an explanation concerning the
January 19 video Dance.
Films, Inc. contracted with
DSU to provide two large
screens, videos, and all other
equipment necessary for a Video
dance. However, Films, Inc.
failed to carry through with
their new process of notifying
the equipment company. As a
result, DSU carried the Dinkins
wide screen TV to McBryde.
Films, Inc. apologized and action
for reconciliation is in process.
We hope that all who attended enjoyed the videos, and we
hope to see everyone at the
many great events scheduled
this semester.
Sincerely,
Kathy Smith
President, DSU

Apology

Dear Editor,
Please accept our sincerest
apology for the inconveniences
caused by the Video Dance
Night fiasco on Saturday night.
Films, Incorporated is solely to
blame for the mix-up and it is
important that you know that
Tom Webb, Sally Burnside and
Lisa Buie of Student Activities
are not to blame in any way.
Because of an equipment
procedure change, the connection between the equipment
supplier and Films, Inc. was not
made. This has not happened
before; and, will not happen
again. Our regrets that it happened once.
Though it will not compensate
entirely for your loss, Films Incorporated is offering Winthrop
a choice of two options:
1) a free Video Dance Night
tape for a date to be announced,

2) a free screening of one of
the following films: Star Trek III,
The Terminator, Raiders of the
Lost Ark, Indiana Jones and the
Temple of Doom, The Woman in
Red, or Romancing the Stone.
Please let your Student Activities Office know which you
would prefer.
Again, Films Incorporated is
extremely sorry for all of the
problems caused, and we will do
everything in our power to right
this wrong.
Sincerely,
Alexa Foreman
Program Consultant
Films Incorporated

the students'
paper

"After him if a boy, after her
if a girl."
Tracy Kernels,

"After both of them. Sue like
the mother's maiden name
and the father's first or middle."
Eddie Bowen,
sophomore

TJ letter policy

TJ welcomes letters to the editor on any topic related to
Winthrop College.
All letters to the editor must be signed by the author. The
author's name will not be omitted unless we feel retribution
will result. Letters will be limited to 200 words.
Letters should be typed, if possible, double spaced, on a 60inch space line.
Letters should be submitted to Box 6800 or brought to TJ
office in Good Building. Letters must be received by 5 p.m.
Tuesday to appear in the following week's issue.

"Phillip if it's a boy, Phyllis if
it's a girl."
Joey Ritter,
freshman
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Students assist Helpline
By LISA BUIE
TJ managing editor

when Martin Hope, outgoing
president of the Council and
head of Winthrop's social work
Suppose you're from out of department, asked for voluntown, traveling to another state teers for training sessions," Burand your car breaks down. Tem- ton said.
peratures are in the sub-zero According to Burton, training
range and you have no money involves learning to screen calls,
and nowhere to go. Or maybe becoming aware of resources in
you're having a problem with the community like DSS,
alcohol, drugs or an unplanned Catawba Mental Health Center,
pregnancy. Where can you turn? and Department of Youth SerFortunately, Winthrop student vices, as well as referring people
Cindy Burton can help.
to these agencies.
Burton, a 22-year old senior
majoring in social work from "If someone calls HelpLine, all
Charleston, was trained to we have to do is connect people
volunteer for HelpLine, a to other agencies with this numgeneral 24-hour hotline spon- ber," Burton explained. She adsored by the York County Coun- dednthat all calls are kept concil on Human Needs. By simply fidential.
dialing 329-2828, people can seek "I learned a great deal. They
help for problems ranging from teach you to be as reassuring as
depression to drugs.
possible, to listen and stay calm.
"I became involved last year I also learned what resources
ACROSS

44 Stalemate
45 Obstruct
47 Hebrew month
49 Attempt
51 Partner
54 Algonquian
Indian
56 Perch
58 Still
59 Climbing palm
62 Lamprey
64 Japanese
drama
65 Exist

1 Secret agent
4 Be defeated
8 Lad
11 Portico
12 Sole
13 Veneration
14 Babylonian
deity
15 Small rug
17 Longs for
19 Priest's
vestment
21 Silent
23 YeMow ocher
24 Actual
26 Proverb

66 Toll
68 Black

70 Armed conflict
71 Oispatch
72 Sticky liquid
31 Chinese pagoda
DOWN
33 Stitch
35 Pronoun
1 Vapid
36 Proceed
2 River in Italy
38 Serving dish
3 Sweet potato
41 Again: prefix
4 Tree of forget42 Poem
fulness

m

2

13

chosen to receive grants. Winthrop's proposal ranked number
are available in the area," Burone, and the Commission
ton reflected.
Winthrop College recently recommended that the top four
Other students trained as received a $33,283 grant from plus one be funded.
volunteers include Mollie Miller the South Carolina Com- The other four schools that
and Kellie Bedenbaugh.
mission on Higher Education were chosen are Columbia
to establish a Center of
According to HelpLine Volun- Excellence in Early Childhood College, Converse College, USCteer Kerrina Fewell, the service Education. According to Dr. Spartanburg, and Furman
originated in 1981 when the Mike Smith, Vice President for University. Winthrop's proposal
York County Council on Critical Academics and Dean of the was drawn up by Dr. Peg
Human Needs saw the need for Faculty, the money came from Hawisher in the School of
one line for everyone to utilize. the $217 million Education Im- Education.
Another training session will provement Act passed last Coming this summer, 120
be held Feb. 2; 9-1 p.m.; at Pied- summer by the General Assem- teachers and aides will be
mont Medical Center. Fewell bly.
trained at Winthrop. Faculty
encouraged students to par- The act set aside $150,000 to and education students will be
ticipate.
establish Centers of Excellence trained over the next three
"Volunteers receive cer- in a particular area of teaching. years.
tificates and a knowledge of The money was for both private
community resources."
and public institutions. Accor"It's great- especially for ding to Smith, CHS was open to Dr. Smith stated that
social work majors. The feeling proposals from schools for gran- hopefully over the next few
years Winthrop will keep
of knowing that you can help ts.
people find where solutions are Many schools submitted receiving grants, and that it will
be an ongoing program for
means a lot," Burton said.
proposals, but only five were South Carolina.

CROSS
WORD
PUZZLE
FROM COLLEGE
PRESS SERVICE
5 In contact with
6 Crafty
7 Organs of sight
8 Cereal grass
9 Possess

I

ii

7T
TT
44

Tlw

© 19841

Teaching Center receives $33,283

I FMtur* Syndicate

10 Affirmative
11 Scorch
16 Forenoon
18 Direct at target
20 Baseball club
22 Experts
25 Once around
track
27 Moist
29 Direction: abbr.
30 Owing
32 In music, high
34 Marry
36 Tibetan gazelle
37 Unusual
39 River island
40 Male sheep
43 Christian
festival
46 Springtime
48 Rodent
50 Give up
52 Choir voice
53 Short jacket
55 Headgear: pi.
57 Symbol for
tellurium
59 Uncooked
60 Macaw
61 Born
63 Permit
67 Article
69 Symbol for
barium

By JUDY ALSTON
TJ staff writer

College expenses
on the rise
NEW YORK, NY (CPS)- Most Four of ten adults thought
Americans think colleges are Democrats are more likely to
doing a good job, but they're help them finance college, com
worried colleges are getting too pared to some 36 percent who
expensive for them to afford, an favored the Republican Party.
annual survey of U.S. attitudes The remaining 24 percent was
about higher education says.
unsure which party is best for
"The 1984 survey shows that education.
Americans continue to be highly
supportive of higher education," The majority's endorsement
notes Walter Lindeman, of how good a job colleges are
president of Group Attitudes doing isn't quite as booming as it
Corp., which did the third annual was in 1982, the first year Group
survey of some 1000 adults for Attitudes did a survey.
the College Board, the American
Association of Community and This year, 67 percent of the
Junior Colleges and the Council people ranked higher education
for Advancement and Support of as "good" or "excellent," comEducation.
pared to 72 percent in 1982.
But it also "shows that
Americans have major concerns
about the expenses associated Two days after the study was
with a college or university made public, the National Institute of Education released a
education," Lindeman adds.
Moreover, the majority is report claiming American concounting on the federal gover- fidence in colleges was eroding
nment to help it meet college because of underpaid faculty,
deteriorating buildings and high
bills.
To them," Lindeman says, student dropout rates.
"the solution to the problem of
financing higher education rests
largely with the government."
About 60 percent of the
respondents expected to pay all
or part of their kids' college
costs, but 75 percent said they
wouldn't be able to send their
children to college without lowinterest student loans.

TJ
The
students'
paper

Ninety percent favored increasing the federal budget for
providing low-interest loans to
students

Office serves
By MONNIE WHITSON
TJ staff writer

Management, and is now
working on his Masters in
Business Administration.
The Placement Office, "We are here to help; we
located in 119 Thurmond, want students to know that
provides students with career we are always available. We
information, guidance in would like to become more
making a career choice, and responsive to the students'
information on different com- requests, but first they need
panies that recruit and em- to know we're here," Masone
ploy. "We are here to provide commented.
assistance to students who
The Placement Office also
are interested in making a offers the placement service,
career choice-to help them a file on a registered student
locate jobs and career oppor- containing a personal data
tunities," said Hank Masone, sheet and any other
Placement Coordinator.
documents that can support a
The Placement Office of- person's job candidacy.
fers many services to studenThey have a job listing serts and alumni of Winthrop vice which provides current
College. Among these, are information about emworkshops which allow ployment openings.
students to gather in small
Also included in their sergroups with the coordinator vices are career programs,
and discuss areas concerning vocational assessment, i "d
careers. Workshops are of- library resources which have
fered for career exploration, recently been updated and
resume writing, and inter- organized. The library
viewing techniques.
resource materials contain inThe Placement Office also formation from over 200
sets up on-campus inter- businesses and federal
viewing. This enables studen- government agencies, octs who are registered with cupational directories, school
the office to interview in- catalogs, and periodical
dividually with employer career literature.
representatives from dif- Another student service
ferent business firms and not directly related to the
companies.
Placement Office, but very
helpful concerning career
is
the
At the Placement Office, development
students may receive career Cooperative Education
counseling from trained coun- Program, commonly called
selors who are familiar with Co-op. Interested students
career information resources. may contact Coordinator
"We're here primarily for Susan Bachman.
seniors who are in the final Students interested in any
stages of school-to go over programs offered by the
their placement files in order Placement Office can observe
to help them find jobs. But, the NEWSBRIEF section of
we also encourage under- The Johnsonian each week for
classmen to start early and upcoming workshops and
come in for career counseling services.
"We encourage every
as well," Masone continues.
Masone is a Citadel student to come in and seek
graduate with a B.A. in help. We will do everything
Psychology, an associate we can to help-we'll go that
degree in Business Ad- extra mile," concluded
ministration
and Masone.

Health Is Back For *85
/ have a solution for your New Year's
resolution: Don't watch your weight and eat
normal food. Fat will go and energy flows.
Health is back! 100% guaranteed. Curious?
Call 327-4261 for more information and a
video presentation.
10% Discount WCID
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Hunger Run to be held
ByTOMSTEARNS
TJ staff writer

while the local recipient will be County.
the Home Delivered Meals Two separate races will be
program of Chester, Lancaster, held: a one-mile "fun run" and a
The fifth annual Rock Hill and York Counties."
5-mile road race. Awards will be
Hunger Run will be held Sungiven for the best times in each
day, Feb. 3. The race, sponsored The money will be distributed race. There will also be an award
by the Winthrop College Cam- between two local Crisis for the person raising the mast
pus Ministry will raise money to Ministries: Project Hope and money.
combat world hunger.
Pilgrims' Inn. Project Hope is a
According to Rev. Risher cooperative ministry of local
Brabham cf the Wesley Foun- churches which was instituted Entry forms may be picked up
dation "The money will be split during the 1975 recession to aid at the information desk at
between foreign and local in emergency assistance. Dinkins Student Center. AU enhunger relief programs. The Pilgrims' Inn provides food, tries must be returned to the
foreign portion will be used to clothing, fuel, and other financialWesley Foundation by Monday
aid the Ethiopian relief program. aid to persons throughout York Jan. 28.

King's birthday observed
By IRVIN GOODWIN
TJ staff writer
A Martin Luther King, Jr.
birthday observance program
was held Jan. 15 in Dinkins
Auditorium. The program was
sponsored by the XI PHI chapter of the Alpha Phi Alpha
Fraternity, Inc., of which King
was a member.
The speaker for the occasion

was Mr. Willie Harriford, Jr., a president Alpha Phi Alpha,
member of the Alpha Phi Alpha commented, "This program
Fraternity, and an acquaintance provided blacks a chance to
of the slain Civil Rights Leader's show their concern in keeping
family. The theme of Harriford's Martin Luther King's dream
speech was how King's career alive." Also Bently added that
was full of difficult decisions, and this program showed a sense of
each time his choice seemed to unity among blacks at Winthrop.
A capacity crowd filled the
be based on helping others.
When asked about the Dinkins auditorium to pay
significance of this program at tribute to King, who was born 56
Winthrop, Willis Bentley IV, years ago Jan. 15 in Atlanta, Ga.

CONGRATULATIONS
NEW GREEKS!
Remember THE TOP SPOT for your
Greek sweats & jerseys.
Great selection Greek sew-on letters
See our "Greek
Book" for ideas
Rock Hill Mall
366-2253

TownCenter Mall
324-1363

10-9 Mon-Sat

lfr6 Mon-Sat.

BasebalkTeam beginspractice
Eagles take
By ROBERT JOLLY
TJ sports editor/editorial

continue to work on the inside
for a while longer."

Football season formally
Coach Turbeville hopes
came to a close Sunday, Jan. that he will be able to pull a
19 with the unmerciful few strings with the weatherbeating of Miami Dolphins by man to allow the team to
the San Francisco Forty work outside by the third
Niners. With football season week. He also said he hopes
over and basketball at the to get in a couple of scrimmidpoint of the season, it's mages in February to prepare
time for all good sports fans his team for the tough fiftyto turn their heads toward one game schedule he has linspring and baseball.
ed up.
Since we don't have a footThe team will open their
ball team here at Winthrop, formal season when they
yet, most students, as I do, travel to the capital of South
await with anticipation for Carolina to play the always
the arrival of baseball here on strong Gamecock team. The
Eagle turf each spring. Win- majority of the schedule,
throp's long tradition of win- thirty-six games, will be
ning has given me high ex- played at home. This schedule
pectations. Fortunately, I'm will include always tough
not alone as head coach district games, as well as Big
Horace Turbeville has South rivals such as Campalready began preparing the bell, UNC-Asheville, Radford,
team to be another success and Coastal Carolina. This is
story this season.
a
strategically
placed
The Eagles began practice schedule, because this season
promptly after returning we must have more fan supfrom Christmas break. The port than ever in order to
workouts officially began on gain NCAA affiliation.
January 14. During the first
Turbeville has signed four
week of practice, conditioning players in the last few weeks.
and testing were the main "I hope these players can
part of the agenda for the blend with our returning
team. Thus, most of the work players to make us an even
will be done inside the stronger team," he said.
coliseum, except for the runTwo of these new players
ning. The caves and other are pitchers, while the other
spaces of the coliseum allow two are catchers. The pitfor ample room for the pit- chers consist of Jack Perez, a
chers and hitters to carry out left handed pitcher from New
their routines.
Jersey; and Scott Allen, a
The second week of prac- right hander from Florida.
tice was moved outside; The new catchers are: Lynn
however, the super cool Herid, a 64,210 pounder from
weather put a damper on Pasadena, Maryland; and Neil
some of the team's plans. Clatterbuck, who is 6-0 and
Fielding was added to the 180 pounds, from Harrisondaily practice schedule.
burg, Va.
The weather plays a vital
Sounds good to me! Now all
part in Winthrop's pre season we need is more bleachers
warm ups. Turbeville said, "If and students to fill them, but
the weather is warm enough, we'll talk about that later. For
we will work our pitchers now keep up the good work,
outside. If not, then they will Coach!

Eagle Events

Men's Basketball
Jan.30
Feb. 2
Feb. 4

Wingate
Livingston
Coastal Carolina

Home
Away
Home

College of Charleston
Mars Hill
Claflin
Radford

Home
Away
Home
Home

Women's Basketball
Jan.28
Jan. 31
Feb. 2
Feb. 4
Wrestling
Feb. 2

_Quad:jLivingston, Chowan

Home

to the courts

the District 6 teams, as well as palachian State. The Winthrop
By CINDY JOHNSON
all members of the newly formed Lady Club is also scheduled to
TJ sports writer
Big South Conference, which in- take part in the NAIA District 6
cludes Radford University, Ar- playoff tournament on April 19The men's and women's tennis "mstrong State College, Coastal 20. The tournament will be held
teams at Winthrop . are Carolina, and Campbell Univer- in Greenwood. The women will
preparing for a tough season. sity, to name a few.
not participate in the NCAA
The men will open the season on
championship this spring.
Feb. 14 in Anderson against An- There will be sixteen home
derson College. The women will games for the men's team. The Coach Gerald Hendricks feels
host Virginia Tech on Feb. 22.
Eagles will participate in the that both clubs are playing very
The men's team, which plays a conference tournament in tough schedules. He said, "If we
32-game schedule, will also par- Augusta on May 2-4 and the can win sixty percent of our
ticipate in both the NAIA District 6 Tournament on April matches, we would consider the
District 6 tournament and the 11-13 in Charleston.
season a successful one."
NCAA Big South Conference The Lady Eagles will take on Hendricks and the tennis
Championship Tournament. 26 regular season opponents team members are looking forThis season will be the last one with 10 matches at home. They ward to the upcoming season
in which Winthrop will have a will play 4 NCAA Division I and to the challenge of playing
dual membership in the NAIA teams-Virginia Tech, UNC- against some of the top teams in
and NCAA. They will play all of Charlotte, Davidson, and Ap- the nation.

Slow start but..

Fast finish

By TODD HUTCHINSON
TJ sports writer

A«
oo MIAs of January 22, Winthrop
mens basketball team is sporAkghm?ahT» H . J ! n K ^ e , r e C O r d
Although it hasn t been a banner
season accordmg to assistant
coach Billy Mims the team is

of time with the team and not club. Some of the freshmen who
have to worry about dealing haven't seen much time will get
! t h e o t h e r t e a m s a s h e d i d - a c h a n c e to show what they can
when he was athletic director." do"
Already thinking about the About the overall season.
S ? u r e of t h e E a * , e Programs, Mims continued, "I am pleased
Mims commented on recruiting with the team's effort and inten
so far. "Currently we are looking sity. T L 7 h a v e doL ^ m 1 n at 10 to 15 players. Under dously defensively all season
W 1

1
wed with few mistakes for
£ Chave
h A A 15
is"players
? W e visit the
t , , ocama much
Kecora wise tne season nas to
better team "
not been very good, but after a p u s . We had two come during
tough start we have come on and pre-season and will have other Assistant Coach Burkhamer
played some good basketball, possible recruits come during said, "The last three games were
Lately against Campbell and the season and after the season, played better and they are imAsheville we have played our We are looking to bring in one proving. The team is working
best games against two strong guard, two forwards, and one hard in practice. Last game we
teams and lost close games c e n t e r . I'm sure whichever had eight turnovers which is
g
hiltw6
A Aw
J Players we bring into the system good. Early season turnovers
en
^
? w g a | " e a n d will f , t , n with the program and were a weak point. On defensive
suffered two tough setbacks, should be good players for the we are playing aggressive team
saia Mims.
team."
ball."
On Coach Nield Gordon's
recent decision to resign as
As far as next season is con- Allen Washington said,
r
• . M , r l a i d ' " W e s l i " "D«Pite the team record we are
on basketball M.ms sud, I feel have outs.de chances at the still hungry to achieve success,
jt was an excellent d^, S .on. playoffs. Our main goal is to im -Kight now we are concentrating
Now Coach Gordon will be able prove all weaknesses since we on making a playoff appearan
to spend the maximum amount , have no seniors on this year's ce."

Athletes win honors

by her serve efficiency, which
was ninety-five percent, 319 kills All Tournament team in the
district tournament. During the
and 234 digs.
tournament the Lady Eagles
Vicki Valentine, a senior from Coach Ivester said, "Vicki is finished
third of eight.
Winthrop, was nominated to the most deserving of this honor. It
1984 NAIA Volleyball All will be very difficult replacing Valentine was the only player
American second team. Valen- her next season. She has con- to make the first or second team
tine was one of thirty-six NAIA tributed a great deal to the from South Carolina.
In soccer, Larry Tavino was
players from the country to be program over the years."
honored.
In addition to the NAIA named 1984 NAIA All
Valentine led the Lady Eagles honors she was chosen All American. Tavino is a native of
to a 28-15 record this past season District and was named to the Suffield, Connecticut and
See "Athletes" pjr. 9
By LAURIE ANN DEDES
TJ sports writer

DSU

•
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As the Webb weaves
By JODY BROWN
TJ staff writer

night. We buried them this mor- responsibility for the Student crowd assembled on campus sin- campus entertainment and
ning beside Thumper, the rabbit Union Program Board that ce streaking. We were very wound up here. It's a job I really
who died recently. Ralph, the schedules anywhere from 130 to pleased with the show."
love. If I could re-live any time in
Dinkins Student Union Direc- dog attended both ceremonies 150 events yearly on a set
In February Webb and my life it would be the college
tor, Tom Webb's office gives but Daisy, the cat, was unable to budget."
students from the program years. Now, I'm still enjoying
great insight into Tom Webb, attend." He clenches his pipe
board will attend the NACA them."
the man.
between his teeth thoughtfully The program board handles convention in Chicago where
and continues.
ATS, films and videos, special they will see live act showcases,
The sweet aroma of the pipes
guests, income for officers, and attend sessions, hear lectures
that appear to be permanent atoperational
expenses. They deal and visit booths set up by each
"We
also
have
a
parakeet,
tachments to his moustache
with
entertainment
and service agency in the exhibit hall. The Continuedfrompg. 8
Bert,
who
produces
eggs
permeate the spacious room.
agencies,
such
as
lighting
com- showcase entertainment will presently holds a 3.79 GPA with
without
the
aid
of
a
mate.
Bert
Golf
carriacatures
and
panies,
contracts,
security,
ren- range from ballet to big bands. a double major in math and
goes
to
school
with
my
wife,
souveniors including a shorsociology.
tened club that might come to Fran, who teaches and Bert (we tal agencies, bands, beer com"Being involved in DSU is as
Tavino is also a member of
his knees presented to him by didn't know she was female until panies, snack vendors, and
special
effects
such
as
hot
air
much a learning experience as Winthrop's Omicron Delta Kappa
the NACA (National Association after the first egg came) sits on balloons.
one finds in the classroom," Honor Fraternity and is a
for Campus Activities) abound the pages as she reads. When
Webb states. "College enter- Rhodes scholar nominee.
as do various pipes and holders. she turns a page there goes Bert
"We
work
with
students
who
for a ride." The easy going
tainment is a big business and it
Tavino led the Winthrop
are
not
trained
in
the
field
such
Webb, who has been Winthrop's
exposes students to deadline squad to an 18-6 record scoring
as
film
chairman
and
we
are
conpressure
and
money nine goals and three assists
There is an old timey photo of DSU director for ten years,
Webb wearing his favorite black describes his responsibilities, stantly retraining students. We management they will encoun- during the 1984 season.
not
only
handle
organizing
the
"Oh,
I
smoke
a
pipe,
answer
the
ter in their careers. It's serious
Tavino's honor announcement
derby hat. He is about to shoot
was made in December by the
himself in the head. There are phone. No, I supervise the events, but supervision- such as but fun."
in
the
case
of
I.D.
bracelets
made
building
and
work
with
the
NAIA national office in Kansas
photos of Webb with Bob Hope
City, Missouri.
and photos of his six-year-old college store, snack bar and mandatory by the new beer
laws-and
clean
up.
We
have
two
work
in
cooperation
with
the
Three others players to
daughter, Kristin.
officers, a secretary, a graphic Webb, a graduate of the receive honors were midfielder
post office.
artist, eight chairpersons and University of South Carolina- Choco Gutierrez and forward
, , t,r a g e d,
"We schedule rooms in committees ranging from five to Aiken, a civil engineer major, John Simmons.
mor
•
r
~
Dinkins
for
those
who
desire
a
fifteen people. For special even- became involved in campus enJ
Simmons scored twelve goals
01
"fir
j says
place here or at the shack. I have ts we sek student volunteers tertainment on a small scale
• " m a f L a tragedy this mor- a n ultimate responsibility (well, such as when Bob Hope came. while in school. A basketball and ten assists while Gutierrez
four goals and thirteen
nmg Webb says dryly Sugar „„ t ultimate. God is ultimate and The students helped make that player, he eventually changed scored
assists.
and Cinammon, Kristin s ham- t h e n t h e r f , s J e f f M
d e a n of
show a tremendous success. I his major to physical education.
The Eagles were second in
sters died mysteriously in the s t u d e n t s ) . ! b a s i c a U y have the would say it was the largest "Eventually, I got back into
District 6 this year.
Commenting on Tavino,
Coach Jim Casada said, "This, to
me, is the ultimate athletic
distinction. When you have a
player with great athletic ability
that excels not only on the field
also in the classroom like
DENVER, CO (CPS) - Only two cent pay most of their bills and also shows.
in hopes of teaching students the but
Larry
has, it's a true asset."
of every ten college students expenses by personal checks, ac- Department store credit value of checking accounts and
Casada
also said, "Larry has
have the necessary financial cording to the survey.
cards were the most popular, good money management which
skills to properly manage their
"These students have limited followed by Visa, gasoline credit will carry over into their adult represented Winthrop College
well and richly deserves these
money, according to a new money in their pockets and it's cards, and MasterCard.
lives," he adds.
survey of students' money important they know how to use Ironically,
honors awarded him."
while
most
management skills and spending it wisely," Howell says, especial- students lack good money
habits.
ly since "(they) are already management skills, their use of
Based on the survey of 2400 regular check users and 90 per- checks and credit cards is "very
college students at campuses na- cent of all U.S. households have similar" to that of non-students,
tionwide, more than 76 percent access to checking accounts."
say Larry O'Neill, TeleCheck
of today's students start college
About one-fifth of the communications director.
Puzzle Answer
lacking the money management students spend between $500 Yet "most parents never show
skills necessary for day to day and $1000 a year on entertain- their children how to balance a
living.
ment and living expenses other checkbook," and banks typical•••
"It appears that our high than tuition. An additional 31 ly"give a young person a
H Q • • • QUI
schools are graduating students percent spend between $1000 checkbook and send them on
• • • •!
into universities, but not arming and $2500 a year, and 26 percent their way" without ever explainthem with the financial skills have non-tuition expenses of ing how to manage a checking
•••B ••• •
they need once they get there," over $5000 a year.
account, he adds.
••• aaa Y
says-Robert Howell, president of
Nearly half of all students re- Moreover, most high schools
E|Rf
TeleCheck Services, a check- ly "completely" or "very much" "treat money management the
| T | 1 EjH D|A|M|
approval firm which sponsored on their parents or jobs for same way they do sex education:
R|Y
MIA]
the survey.
financial support. Eighteen per- they avoid it."
sli
Yl
Even among the 24 percent cent rely on no money from their Schools, along with banks and
who say they have a good parents, and 17 percent depend other financial services, need to
A|N
•
LJ
understanding of money completely on loans and grants, spend more time teaching
EM
••• P E
management, fewer than half ac- the survey shows.
students the basics of money
• • • S|E [NIP TI
tually balance their checkbooks Fifty-seven percent have management, O'Neil says.
credit cards, although most of
regularly, the survey shows.
"We're certainly going to
the students use plastic less slant some of our marketing
At the same time, over 70 per- than once per week, the survey towards the college population"

Athletes

Survey says students can't manage money
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OVERSEAS EMPLOYMENT
^?^'S1SE

OPPORTUNITIES FOR MEN AND WOMEN!
ICA

AUSTRALIA

PArfpir -QSSSS'
J™5 • THE
" FAR EAST. - THE SOUTH I
PACIFIC
SOUTH5AMERICA
E
NEFITS HIGHER
pnS™ ^c«^
SALARIES AND WAGES!
FREE TRANSPORTATION! GENEROUS VACATIONS!
More than 300,000 Americans Japan, Africa. The South
— not including members of Pacific, The Far East, South
| the armed services — are America...nearly every part
now living overseas. These of the free world!
people are engaged in nearly
(3). Companies and
leverypossible activiGovernment agencies
ty...construction, engineer- employing personnel in nearing, sales, transportation, ly every occupation, from
secretarial work, accoun- the unskilled laborer to the
ting, manufacturing, oil college trained professional)
refining, teaching, nursing, manor woman.
government, etc.-etc. And
(4). Firms and organizamany are earning $2,000 to tions engaged in foreign conI $5,000 per month...or more!
struction projects, manufac-i
To allow you the op- turing, mining, oil refining,
portunity to apply for engineering, sales, services,
overseas employment, we teaching, etc., etc.
have researched and compil(5). How and where to ap-.
ed a new and exciting direc- ply for overseas Government |
tory on overseas employ- jobs.
ment. Here is just a sample
(6). Information about
of what our International summer jobs.
Employment Directory
(7). You will receive our
M0 ALGDHOUC
I covers.
Employment Opportunity
(1). Our International
Digest...jam-packed with inEmployment Directory lists formation about current job
dozens of cruise ship com- opportunities. Special secpanies, both on the east and tions features news of
west coast. You will be told overseas construction pro| what type of positions the jects, executive positionsj
cruise ship companies hire,
and teaching opportunities.
iuch as deck h a n d s ,
90 Day Money
! restaurant help, cooks,
Back Guarantee
bartenders, just to name a
Our International Employ-!
few. You will also receive ment Directory is sent to you
several Employment Ap- with this guarantee. If for
| plication Forms that you any reason you do not obtain
may send directly to the
overseas employment or you
I companies you would like to arc not satisfied with the job
I work for.
offers...simply return ourl
FOR FAST TAKE-OUT ORDERS AT OUR
(2). Firms and organiza- Directory within 90 days and
PICK UP WINDOW ON ALL ITEMS,
tions employing all types of we'll refund your money proI personnel in Australia, mptly...no questions asked.
PIZZA, SUBS, GREEK SANDWICHES AND

mm ci %r CAM fepE&F-r
6qt9'l0-3O
154I0-3O1ZCO
wazJEg

fee PH
<7-/2-

^4^-10-30
754 lOXH2 a>
to<2xee

^ALL fl MfAfc

aT>S ALIOJ5D
woes iM-uPfflWI
TH TOFflliD.
fmr&Fr
Fee ML 9-ti'l
fzoup *i6ias

H Attnissicfci

P0\fl"AlLWI6HT"
254
Mo ccue e.

THE ORIGINAL HOUSE
RESTAURANT
1244 Cherry Rd.

MORE

CALLAHEAD

„ „ ,H

ORDER FORM
International Employment Directory
131 Elm a Dr. Dept. T21
Centralia, WA 98531
Please send me a copy of your International Employment
Directory. I understand that I may use this information for 90
days and if I am not satisfied with the results, I may return
your Directory for an immediate refund. On that basis I'm
enclosing $20.00 cash.... check.... or money order.... for your
Directory.
NAME
ADDRESS.
CITY J

.STATE
, International Employment Directory 1984

PAID ADVERTISEMENT

Pizza Items Include:
cheese, onion, peppers, mushrooms
sausage, hamburger, pepperoni, ham,
salami, bacon, anchovies
Get 2 pizzas for the price of
one.
Buy any size pizza and get
identical one

FREE!

One coupon per customer
Expires 2-10-85.

APT#
ZIP

366-4000
Hours:
M-Th 11-10
Fri-Sat 11-11
Sun 12-10

1:
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HOUSE FOR BENT

3 blocks from
Winthrop

SSMAKE SOME BUCKS$$
Expanding Health And Nutritional Firm
Seeks Five Go-Getter Students To Earn
$800.00^1,000.00 Per Month, PART
TIME. No Gimmicks; Just Fantastic
Results.

& bedrooms, 1 bath,
living and dining
rooms and kitchen
with appliances.

Call 3274261 For More
Details

with a p p l i a n c e s .
$375/month
&
deposit.
36&1764 after 5 p.m.
Hours: 9:30 am-%00 pm
Mon.-Fri4 Sat. 'til 6 p.m.

P

DOMINO'S
PIZZA
DELIVERS"
Dinner
for two

II

•
|
|

^

A

$1.00 off any one- item,
12" pizza.
One coupon per pizza.
Expires:

v<le

Fast, Free Delivery"
Good at listed
locations.

•0<p

L 760
324-7666
Cherry Rd
EXPIRES 2-10-85

Our «rvers c»Ty leu than $?0 00 Limited delivery ma c -985 Oomintf*

c&

.otf„c®

j
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SEMESTER IN SPAIN

NIGHT PATROL®)

Not just for Spanish majors only, but for everyone: beginners, "in between
students, and advanced. Put some excitement into your college career!!
BEGINNER OR ADVANCED . P.™t i .
.K~
same as a semester in a U.S. college:$3,480.
Price includes jet round trip to Seville from
New York, room, board, and tuition complete. Government grants and loans may be
applied towards our programs.

7MMO

BEVERLY HILLS COP (R>

F-6

MICKI & MAUDE (PG13)

college you attend

Hurry, it takes a lot of time to make all arrangements.

3.-00-5.*05-7:10-9;15

SAVAGE STREETS (R)
3H)5-5:05-7:10-9:15
your present street address

THE RIVER (PG13)
Daily 3.-0©-7:0©-9:15

r,

PINOCCHIO(G)
3:15-5:15-7:15-9:15

Winthrop Students
$2.00 With wcm

'V

Live with a Spanish family, attend classes
four hours a day. four days a week, four
months. Earn 16 hrs. of credit (equivalent to 4
semesters taught in U.S. colleges over a two
year time span). Your Spanish studies will be
enhanced by opportunities not available in a
U.S. classroom. Standardized tests show our
students' language skills superior to students
completing two year programs in U.S.
Advanced courses also.

state

SPRING SEMESTER - Jan. 30 - May 29
FALL SEMESTER - Aug. 29 - Dec. 19
each year.
FULLY ACCREDITED — A Program of Trinity
Christian College.

•I you wouM Nkt Information on future

For full information — send coupon to:

your permanent street address

SEMESTER IN SPAIN

2442 E. Collier S.E.. F-6
Grand Rapids. Michigan 49506
(A Program of Trinity Christian College)

FLORENCE PUBLIC SCHOOL DISTRICT ONE
WILL INTERVIEW ON YOUR CAMPUS
FEBRUARY 13 - 14, 1 9 8 5 .
PLEASE SIGN UP IN THE EDUCATIONAL PLACEMENT OFFICE
IF YOU WANT TO HAVE YOUR FILE

PRE-SCREENED.

EDUCATION MAJORS
C O N T A C T YOUR

PLACEMENT OFFICE IMMEDIATELY
OR
CALL OUR DISTRICT OFFICE COLLECT.
(803) 6 6 9 - 4 1 4 1
3 1 9 S c u * h Dar-gan S t r e e t
Florence, South Carolina 29S01

FLORENCE DISTRICT QUE IS AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

